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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To establish a grading system of eye bank eyes using fundus autofluorescence (FAF) and identify a methodology that
correlates FAF to age-related macular degeneration (AMD) with clinical correlation to the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS).
Methods: Two hundred sixty-two eye bank eyes were evaluated using a standardized analysis of FAF. Measurements were taken with
the confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO). First, high-resolution, digital, stereoscopic, color images were obtained and
graded according to AREDS criteria. With the neurosensory retina removed, mean FAF values were obtained from cSLO images
using software analysis that excludes areas of atrophy and other artifact, generating an FAF value from a grading template. Age and
AMD grade were compared to FAF values. An internal fluorescence reference standard was tested.
Results: Standardization of the cSLO machine demonstrated that reliable data could be acquired after a 1-hour warm-up. Images
obtained prior to 1 hour had falsely elevated levels of FAF. In this initial analysis, there was no statistical correlation of age to mean
FAF. There was a statistically significant decrease in FAF from AREDS grade 1, 2 to 3, 4 (P < .0001). An internal fluorescent
standard may serve as a quantitative reference.
Conclusions: The Minnesota Grading System (MGS) of FAF (MGS-FAF) establishes a standardized methodology for grading eye
bank tissue to quantify FAF compounds in the retinal pigment epithelium and correlate these findings to the AREDS. Future studies
could then correlate specific FAF to the aging process, histopathology AMD phenotypes, and other maculopathies, as well as to
analyze the biochemistry of autofluorescent fluorophores.
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INTRODUCTION
For thousands of years, people around the world have tried to defy aging by using elixirs, potions, or various therapies that increase
longevity or maintain the youthful functions of our bodies. Technology has now enabled a scientific and rational approach to studying
aging disorders. Finding new ways to delay the cumulative effects of time on our bodies has become a rapidly expanding area of
research, especially given the aging population. Certainly, the visual system is affected by aging. In vision research, our goal is not
longevity, but improving the quality of life by maintenance of a functional visual system throughout the entire life span of an
individual. A rational analysis and a better understanding of the aging process are important for the discovery of therapeutic strategies
that minimize the effects of aging on the eye.
BACKGROUND
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the leading cause of vision loss and blindness in individuals over age 65 in the developed
world.1-13 Epidemiologic studies have shown that approximately 10% of individuals over age 65 and 28% aged 75 to 85 will develop
signs of AMD.10 According to statistics from the US census, nearly 10 million more US citizens will enter the “over 65” demographic
in the next 20 years, thus identifying AMD as a public health epidemic in the United States. Researchers have shown that comorbidity
(depression, hip fractures, institutionalization, and decreased life span) related to visual impairment contributes significantly to the
public health impact of AMD.14 A recent epidemiologic study has shown that the severity of early, high-risk clinical features is a
strong predictor of progression to later stages of AMD.12
The Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) is a large, prospective, interventional trial that has provided highly valuable data
regarding the natural history of various stages of AMD progression and the role of antioxidants and zinc in delaying progression.15
The AREDS uses clinical definitions of the various stages of AMD that have been adopted from internationally accepted standard
criteria. Standard definitions have been adopted in order to develop a grading system of eye bank eyes, postmortem, that uses these
same criteria.16 A scientific approach has been to utilize the wealth of epidemiologic and prospective data of the AREDS to correlate
our proteomic analysis of early stages of AMD. The goal is to identify early biochemical pathways involved in pathologic aging.
Indeed, most individuals do not develop AMD. Some develop AMD at an early age. We refer to this as normal vs pathologic aging,
respectively. We’ve utilized the clinical features associated with higher risk of progression to end-stage AMD as defined by the
AREDS in our analysis of eye bank eyes and carefully analyzed the proteomics involved in pathologic vs normal aging.17-23
Treatments for AMD continue to improve. Anti−vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEFG) agents represent a major
advancement in improving the visual function for those affected by advanced stages of neovascular or exudative AMD.24-26 Newer
agents and combination therapies may eventually prove to be even more effective than monotherapy. Treatment of AMD at an earlier
stage could eliminate, prevent, or delay the onset of more advanced stages. A major emphasis of current research is to identify changes
that are occurring in the earlier stages of the disease process that will allow us to identify pathways for earlier counseling or
intervention. Evidence from several investigators suggests that apoptotic cell death of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is a
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primary cellular mechanism involved in vision loss.27-33 Similarly, oxidative tissue injury is believed to play a major role in this early
pathogenesis of AMD.21,34-38 Recently, the role of the innate immune system in the pathogenesis of AMD was supported by a strong
association of advanced AMD with a variant in the gene coding for complement factor H.39-43 Early dysfunction of the immune system
may lead to premature aging of select tissues, such as the RPE.
Our ability to diagnose and initiate early treatments for this disorder, especially for those at higher risk, should help decrease the
impact of this degenerative condition on our population. Imaging technology is improving rapidly and may be helpful to identify those
individuals at higher risk for disease progression at earlier stages of the disease process. Fundus imaging of aging pigments such as
lipofuscin (LF) with fundus autofluorescence (FAF) may permit early detection of at-risk individuals. Early detection will be more
important as newer therapies evolve, especially therapies targeting early-stage disease. The benefits of early treatment are emphasized
by the estimated impact of full implementation of the AREDS supplements for individuals at risk. Indeed, it has been calculated that if
everyone in the United States were treated according to recommendations of the AREDS, over 300,000 individuals would avoid
development of advanced AMD over the next 5 years.
CURRENT THERAPIES
As mentioned, the anti-VEGF agents have made a significant impact on improving the visual function of individuals with the
exudative forms of AMD (eAMD).24-26,44 Choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in eAMD accounts for most of the severe vision loss
associated with advanced AMD. However, data from both the Beaver Dam Eye Study (BDES)7 and the AREDS suggest that the rate
of atrophic AMD (aAMD) represents approximately 30% of advanced AMD (AREDS: 257 developed central geographic atrophy
(GA) vs 592 with CNV in 6.3 years, category 3 and 415; BDES: 34 eyes with pure GA vs 77 eyes with eAMD out of 111 eyes with
advanced AMD.7). The use of antioxidant vitamins has been shown to decrease the progression to advanced AMD by 25% over 5
years.15 Despite the therapeutic advances, there are drawbacks. First, anti-VEGF therapy addresses the end stage of the disease
process. Clearly, the primary mechanism involved in the pathogenesis of AMD is not due to excess VEGF production. Rather, VEGF
is the result of complex biochemical events (hypoxia, inflammation, or other biochemical cascades) that lead to angiogenesis (eAMD)
or apoptosis (aAMD) or some combination of these events. Again, an important concept of this work is to identifying early
biochemical events in the pathogenesis of AMD that will lead to better preventative therapy, specifically, before the end-stage events
such as angiogenesis and apoptosis occur.
PROTEINS AND AGING
Proteins represent the building blocks of our cells and are the end product of our genome. Proper cellular function is highly dependent
on proteins. After a protein is translated from messenger RNA (mRNA), it undergoes posttranslational folding that determines
function and viability. Proper synthesis, folding, assembly, translocation, and clearance are essential. Altered protein formation or
folding, due to a variety of mechanisms, may lead to a proteotoxic state and a cascade of molecular events leading to cell dysfunction
or cell death. Other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer disease and Parkinson disease, involve pathologic intracellular and
extracellular protein aggregates. For example, Alzheimer disease is associated with accumulation of the small beta-amyloid peptide
and the microtubule binding protein tau.45 Targeting the protein turnover pathways allows investigators an earlier therapeutic window
and, potentially, a more preventative approach to protein depositional diseases. Improving protein turnover (for example, the
ubiquitin-proteasome pathway) could delay or inhibit a proteotoxic environment.46,47
Recently, the effects of aging on cellular proteins in the neurosensory retina and RPE have been established using high-throughput
proteomic strategies on carefully graded human tissue.17-23 Specific analysis is linked to a clinical grading system of eye bank eyes
with AMD and establishes a direct link to large epidemiologic studies using similar definitions, such as the AREDS and the BDES.
The system is referred to as the Minnesota Grading System (MGS).16 Using MGS tissue, identification of specific protein states at
each stage of the disease is possible by using mass-spectrometric analysis. Acquired data are then referenced to a large database of
known proteins (available at www.matrixscience.com). Implications from proteomic analysis have direct links to the clinical stages of
AMD. Indeed, one of the greatest limitations in current research of AMD is the lack of an animal model. The MGS allows for a
noninterventional model of the true human condition of AMD.
LIPOFUSCIN AND AUTOFLUORESCENCE
Lipofuscin represents a heterogeneous accumulation of oxidized proteins and lipids that increases within the lysosomes of postmitotic
cells with age.48-50 Studies using fluorescent microscopic techniques have shown that FAF is largely derived from LF within the
RPE.48,49,51 Lipofuscin is believed to originate from incompletely digested photoreceptor outer segment discs.50,52 Specifically, Nretinylidene-N-retinylethanolamine (A2-E) has been identified as a major fluorophore in LF from human RPE.53,54 Studies of human
RPE cells in culture, loaded with an A2-E coupled to low-density lipoprotein, demonstrated accumulation of A2-E almost exclusively
in the lysosomal compartment. These cells demonstrated strong inhibition of glycosaminoglycan catabolism, perturbation of the acidic
intralysosomal milieu, and diminished hydrolase action with accumulation of undegraded material.55 Many investigators have
suggested a potential toxicity to the RPE from LF.37,55-66 Interestingly, the association of LF to AMD67-76 and to drusen75,77-79 is highly
variable. Smith and colleagues75 recently suggested that there is an association of FAF adjacent to large, soft drusen and GA with the
hyperpigmentation seen in AMD, several times greater than by chance. The investigators also noted that an increased FAF is not a
major determinant of CNV, but is a sensitive marker for reticular pseudodrusen which, in turn, are associated with CNV.75
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THESIS PROPOSAL
To propose to outline a specific methodology: the Minnesota Grading System using fundus autofluorescence (MGS-FAF). This study
will attempt to quantify FAF compounds in human eye bank donor tissue specimens in a standard manner and correlate these findings
with the clinical finding from the MGS of AMD. Additionally, it will correlate the FAF changes with donor age in order to compare
normal aging to pathologic aging. Finally, an internal fluorescence standard is proposed for use in future data collection.
In an editorial by Hopkins and coworkers,72 a basic lack of standardization in FAF testing was discussed, specifically, variations in
nomenclature, disease classification, and equipment used. The advantage of the MGS-FAF methodology over other studies is the
added ability to correlate FAF to the clinical stages of AMD, based on the internationally accepted definitions of disease progression
used in both the AREDS and BDES. In future studies, this association will enable us to correlate biochemical findings directly to the
stages of clinical disease progression. Additionally, the MGS-FAF technique may be helpful with early-onset maculopathies that
manifest autofluorescent compounds, such as Stargardt’s or Best’s disease.51,63,80-82 Future biochemical discovery (beyond the scope of
this thesis) will help us understand the influence of FAF in the early stages of the disease process.
In this study, the macular fundus is imaged using FAF ex vivo with the confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO; model
HRA [first generation], Heidelberg Engineering Inc, Heidelberg, Germany).79,82-84 The confocal terminology of the cSLO represents a
combination of “conjugate” and “focal,” meaning 2 sensors imaging the exact same plane of the tissue, therefore having a depth of
field at approximately 300 μm, eliminating other “out-of-focus” tissue layers. This property allows for imaging a specific tissue plane,
such as the RPE or neurosensory retina, and has numerous clinical and diagnostic advantages. In future studies, we hope to compare
the findings of the MGS with those of the MGS-FAF to further define the biochemical and protein pathways that lead to progression
of AMD.

METHODS
TISSUE PROCUREMENT
Donor eyes (262 eyes, 131 pairs) were procured for the Minnesota Lions Eye Bank. Ages ranged from 42 to 100 years with a mean
age of 59 years. All tissue was acquired with consent of the donor or donor family. The consent is in accordance with the principles
outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. Investigators identified the eyes only by eye bank number to ensure confidentiality. Exemption
status for this study was obtained from the internal review board at the University of Minnesota. For the majority of tissue collection
during this study, eye bank procurement personnel selected globes by inquiring about a positive history of AMD with the next of kin.
If an AMD history was reported, eyes were specifically transferred to our laboratory for analysis. Therefore, our study group was
biased to select eyes that were more likely to have AMD. Globes were placed in moist chamber canisters at 4°C.
DISSECTION
Globes were evaluated only if the time of death to analysis at our laboratory was 22 hours or less (mean, 10.7 hours). Eligible globes
were processed immediately. Each globe was cut circumferentially at the pars plana to remove the anterior segment and provide a
direct, unobstructed view of the macula. A 1000 ± 2.5-μm ruby sphere (Meller Optics, Inc, Providence, Rhode Island) was placed over
the optic nerve to serve as a standard size reference. High-resolution, stereoscopic, color, digital fundus photographs (Sony DXCS500, Japan) could then be taken through a dissecting microscope (Nikon SMZ-1500, Japan) of both the right and left macula and
including the optic nerve. By rotating the globe and repeating the digital image capture, we were able to produce stereoscopic
images.16,21 Next, retinal tissue was carefully dissected and removed to expose the underlying RPE and choroid. The vitreous was
removed as completely as possible with a Wescott scissor. The neurosensory retina was grasped with a 0.12-mm tissue forceps in the
far periphery and gently peeled (along with the remaining vitreous) toward the optic nerve (analogous to pulling the sheets and covers
off a bed). Scissors were used to excise the neurosensory retina from the optic nerve. Care was taken not to allow the tips of the
scissors to touch the underlying RPE, and tissue manipulation in the macular region was avoided. If artifacts were created during
dissection, these were noted and accounted for during grading. Artifacts were easy to detect as they were usually linear and outside of
the central 6 mm of the macula. Instrument disruption artifacts were relatively common at the edge of the optic nerve and were useful
during subsequent image analysis of FAF images.
ILLUMINATION FOR DIGITAL, COLOR, STEREO PAIRS
Direct, tangential, and indirect (transscleral) illumination techniques were used to highlight drusen, pigment, and vascular structures.
Direct illumination of the macula was obtained by using 2 flexible gooseneck fiberoptic cables, each attached to a halogen light source
(Schott-Fostec, Auburn, New York). The illumination was oriented tangentially, along the side of the dissecting microscope. Indirect
transillumination of the macula was obtained with a flat-mount, plate-style diffuse illumination system (Schott-Fostec, Auburn, New
York).
CONFOCAL SCANNING LASER OPHTHALMOSCOPE IMAGES
The images were obtained following standard techniques for digital, stereoscopic color images and globes were immediately
transferred for cSLO imaging. On the basis of a series of 8 globes tested over the first 2 hours and 20 minutes of machine operation
time, the machine was warmed up for at least 1 hour in advance of the image acquisition (Figure 1). The sensitivity setting (detector
gain control) on the cSLO control panel was preset at a precise, predetermined setting and remained identical for each eye studied.
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The globes were imaged with a ruby sphere placed on or near the optic nerve with a 20 diopter, double aspheric lens between the
cSLO and the donor eye. This enabled a proportional image in the setting of an open globe, without anterior segment structures (eg, a
cornea and lens). Note that the neurosensory retina was removed as part of the MGS grading stage and is therefore not present on any
of the FAF images. Using several trial globes, eyes were imaged repeatedly between 10 and 22 hours postmortem. There were no
significant changes in the FAF of these globes during this brief interval.
FIGURE 1
Standardization
curve
for
fundus
autofluorescence (AF) vs time. The AF of the
confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope
(cSLO) is compared to 140 minutes time from
start-up. The data points (± standard deviation)
were based on standard change in mean AF
image intensity from baseline, taken on the
same globes at the specified time intervals.
Note how the AF intensity is extremely high at
the initial start-up of the cSLO and slowly
decreases over time. By 1 hour, the curve
flattens and the subsequent measurements
become more reproducible. The AF scale is in
arbitrary units and represents the change in
fluorescence density; therefore, numbers are
negative when the images become less
fluorescent.

Next, the globe was suspended for direct imaging with the cSLO using the infrared setting, and the FAF mode with the argon
excitation light at 488 nm, and the detection spectrum with a long-pass filter >500 nm. Eyes that did not have any peripapillary
pigment irregularities had a small intentional artifact created. This mark allowed for proper orientation of the FAF images and
comparison to the digital color overlay images as described below. The standardization curve was important in order to determine the
time required for reproducible cSLO image acquisition. The resultant images (Figure 2) demonstrate the importance of adequate
warm-up time when using this technology, especially with dependence on grayscale analysis of FAF images. This technical variable is
not specifically referred to in other publications of cSLO image analysis. Therefore, we assume that this variable has not been
adequately controlled or accounted for in current clinical studies and analysis of FAF using the cSLO. The property of FAF means that
a material, such as LF, will absorb a certain wavelength (λ) of light and emit a longer wavelength that will be detected by specific
sensors. The cSLO illuminates the retina with narrow bandwidth blue laser light energy (λ = 488 nm). The major fluorophore in the
ocular fundus is the LF material.83 The LF, within the RPE, absorbs the blue light level of energy and emits a longer-wavelength green
light with a peak emission between 550 and 600 nm.85 A “long-pass” barrier filter is placed between the detector and the fundus in
order to block reflected light (λ < 500 nm) but detect the longer-wavelength green light. The monochromatic laser excitation at 488
nm combined with a 500-nm barrier filter and confocal detectors localize the tissue and create a very specific and efficient mechanism
for detecting FAF at the RPE. In the future, with improvements in technology, dual illuminators or detectors could be incorporated.86
IMAGE ANALYSIS
Digital images from the cSLO machine were imported into the image software program (Adobe Photoshop CS, version 8, San Jose,
California) for grayscale pixel analysis. First, the digital color fundus image was layered over the FAF image for size and orientation
analysis (digital, stereoscopic color images used to analyze the tissue in accordance with the MGS16). The color and FAF images were
opened in either red-green-blue (RGB) or grayscale mode, respectively. Grayscale and color images can be compared directly because
the luminosity of the images is comparable. The image was scaled to size and arranged so that the color fundus image landmarks of
the optic nerve were positioned over the optic nerve landmark in the FAF image. Both the ruby sphere and the peripapillary artifact
allowed for exact size and orientation, rotational alignment, and agreement between the 2 images. The size is confirmed in exact
measurements using the 1000-µm ruby sphere as outlined in the MGS.16 In the layers menu, the opacity was changed so both images
were viewed at the same time. Figure 3 represents transitional overlay images of the color to FAF image. The size and orientation of
the grading rings are based on the precise size reference from the MGS color image with the associated standard ruby sphere (1000
µm). The peripapillary artifact allows for exact orientation of the grid to match the foveal orientation. Combining the peripapillary
artifact and the foveal reference point (generated using techniques of the MGS), precise FAF macular localization and orientation for
the grading template are ensured. The center ring is exactly 1000 µm, and the inner ring is proportionally matched to the center and
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outer rings (3000 and 6000 µm, respectively). These rings allow for a reproducible and reliable size reference, directly at the macula.
Moreover, the sizes correspond to the size references in the MGS, AREDS, and BDES (based originally on the Early Treatment of
Diabetic Retinopathy Study [ETDRS] template).

FIGURE 2
Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) images taken at various times within the first hour after start-up of the confocal
scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO), demonstrating the changes in “apparent” FAF over time on the same specimen.
Upper left, Image taken upon start-up shows a bright white washout that makes analysis impossible. Upper right, Image
taken at 20 minutes demonstrates a bright but discernable FAF image of the left macular region. The grading template
(dark circular lines) and the ruby sphere (bright white circle) are easily visible. Lower left, Image of the same globe
taken at 40 minutes with less “apparent” FAF. Lower right, Image taken at approximately 1 hour shows no change in
“apparent” FAF at later times.
Next, the FAF image data acquired with the grid were analyzed using the histogram grayscale setting on the Photoshop CS
software program. The results are displayed with pixel luminosity ranging from 0 to 255 (arbitrary luminance density units). We
selected a low-end cutoff of <38 units and a high-end cutoff of >250 units. This was automated so that any units outside of this range
were eliminated from analysis. The purpose was to exclude areas of GA as well as bright, artifact-related light reflexes from
interfering with true FAF intensity measurements. The mean FAF over the graded templates could then be analyzed by multiplying the
luminosity readings (38 to 250 units) within the designated region of the grid by the number of pixels and dividing this by the total
area to give a measure of total FAF (tFAF):
tFAF = (luminosity × pixels)/Area
This formula subtracts out the areas of artifact automatically by removing both the luminosity scores <38 or >250 and the
accompanying surface area of the eliminated pixels. Therefore, the tFAF measurement represents an accurate analysis of mean FAF
within the macular region, given the in vitro testing circumstances. Figure 4 demonstrates an FAF image with GA and bright white
light reflexes. The automated cutoff generated by the software program eliminates both the dark areas of GA and the bright white
reflexes and analyzes the resulting FAF for luminosity using the histogram. Numerical values for tFAF may be generated for any
desired region: center (C), inner (I), outer (O), or any combination of rings. Some large choroidal vessels within areas of GA may
fluoresce. This represents a potential source of error in analysis of eyes with GA. The center ring encompasses the center 1000 µm, the
inner ranges from 1000 to 3000 µm, and the outer ring extends from 3000 to 6000 µm.
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FIGURE 3
Digital color and fundus autofluorescence (FAF) image overlays, demonstrating the transitional overlay of the color
fundus image to the FAF image that ensures accurate size and orientation analysis (especially relative to the macula).
Upper left, Color image is dominant over the FAF image and has peripapillary irregularities (outside of the grading circle)
and a visible ruby sphere on the optic nerve. Upper right, Gradual fading of the color image, with a more prominent view
of the FAF image and the dark black−appearing peripapillary artifact. The ruby sphere is easily recognized for size
reference (matches the 1000-µm center ring of the macular grading template). Bottom left, Faded color image over the
dominant FAF image is seen, as well as the correspondence of the macular region and the peripapillary artifact for
orientation. Bottom right, Removal of the color image, with the grading rings oriented properly for size and centered
directly on the macula.

INTERNAL LUMINANCE REFERENCE BEAD
After acquiring the images from eye bank tissue for this work, and analyzing the data, we theorized that adding a luminance reference
bead on our FAF images would allow for an internal luminance intensity control reference. We used a series of colored beads or color
strips with autofluorescent properties. For each of these materials, we performed a warm-up phase analysis (Figure 5) on each color of
bead: Alexa Fluor 488, a ruler strip, green bead, sapphire bead, orange strip, yellow bead, magenta bead, and a turquoise bead. The
luminance dropped from a peak upon start-up of the cSLO, to a stable level after 1 hour. This corresponds to the warm-up time that we
determined from the FAF readings of the human tissue (Figure 1). Figure 5 shows an example curve for a turquoise color of
autofluorescent bead compared to Alexa Fluor 488. The turquoise bead luminance measurement stabilizes at a baseline luminance
level with only minor variability. The goal was to identify a reference bead that would stabilize as near as possible to a midpoint of
eye bank FAF tissue. The turquoise color bead seems optimal.
Therefore, by calculating an adjusted tFAF (atFAF) that compares the difference of the cSLO reading from the pixel luminosity
density at each pixel
atFAF = (tissue − reference luminosity)/Area
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Results of the atFAF would therefore represent the mean FAF of a given area relative to the fluorescent control. If there is less
FAF than the mean FAF of the reference bead, the value may be negative. For example, if the mean tissue FAF of a given area is 85,
but the reference bead is 100, the taFAF would be −15. On the other hand, if the mean tissue FAF of a given area were above 100, the
taFAF would be a positive number. Further mathematical modeling is possible. Smith and coworkers75 have described the
mathematical modeling of focal increased or focal decreased FAF as they relate to drusen and other fundus features. Similar modeling
and comparison to color images of drusen and pigment irregularities is possible using the methodology described herein. For example,
correlating drusen type, GA, focal areas of hyperpigmentation, and reticular pseudodrusen is possible using the modeling described.75
The advantage of this system is the ex vivo status, allowing for future studies investigating histopathology or biochemistry.

FIGURE 4
Digital image representation used to calculate mean autofluorescence. Three images and a histogram
demonstrate the computerized analysis of the FAF image using a program that eliminates dark areas of
geographic atrophy (GA) and artifactual white light reflexes from analysis. Upper left, FAF image of an eye
with advanced age-related macular degeneration represented by central GA (dark area). Upper right,
Computer-generated circumference ring of 6000 µm, generated in reference to the grading template. Bottom
right, Resultant histogram shows the luminosity units over the pixel range. Bottom left, Zones removed by the
computer analysis to eliminate zones of GA and light reflex, shown numerically as red vertical lines on the
histogram (elimination of luminosity <38 or >250). The MGS-FAF scale is in arbitrary fluorescence density
units.
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FIGURE 5
Standardization curve for fundus autofluorescence (AF) of the confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope over 120 minutes from
start-up. The data points (± standard deviation) were based on standard change in mean AF images intensity from baseline. A
standard, highly fluorescent material was used for comparison (closed box) and is represented by the line that remains constant
at 255 density units. A turquoise bead is used (closed circle) that has a stable AF after 1 hour at approximately 100 density
units. Multiple fluorophores were tested, but the turquoise was the most stable fluorophore in the desired range.

RESULTS
THE MGS AND AGE
The first objective is to carefully analyze the relationship between the MGS and age to confirm the known association that more
advanced cases of AMD as graded by the MGS (using an in vitro system of AMD analysis) correspond to increasing age. Indeed,
Figure 6 demonstrates quite convincingly that there is a strong association between MGS level (1 through 4) and increasing age. There
are noted “outliers” in the data. Specifically, there is an MGS level 4 at age 42 that represents a traumatic maculopathy, rather than
AMD. In reviewing this pair of globes, the fellow eye was normal, graded as MGS level 1. Eliminating this data point would not
change the strong association of MGS and age. Overall, this evidence supports existing evidence that age is a major and significant
risk factor for AMD.
MGS-FAF AND AGE
Many studies acknowledge that there is an increase in the LF pigments with increasing age.48-50 The digital subtraction methodology
(namely, the elimination of areas of GA or RPE cell loss) was used to address this issue in a standardized manner. Using the MGSFAF, we looked at the association of LF to age by comparing the center (C), inner (I), outer (O), and a combination of all areas
(C+I+O) in 263 eyes with age and found no statistically significant association of LF and age (Figure 7). The lack of association of
age and FAF, despite looking at all macular regions, is very interesting. This suggests that the MGS-FAF system does not detect either
an increase or a decrease in LF in the 42- to 100-year-old population of eye bank eyes. By subtracting areas of GA or artifact (<38 or
>250), we are not able to show that FAF increases in any statistically significant manner. Breaking down the regions of the macula
into specific subfields (center, inner, outer, or any combination), we tried to identify regions that may be more susceptible to
increasing or decreasing LF deposition. The regions imaged were areas that were not excluded by the software analysis. Therefore,
this analysis likely represents areas of viable RPE. This model allows for a view of the RPE only, without the influence of the luteal
pigment of the neurosensory tissue (removed). Therefore, the decreased relative FAF in the foveal center is likely mostly accounted
for by the increased pigmentation (taller and more columnar cells) of the subfoveal RPE, partially masking the FAF. Alternatively,
there is simply less FAF or LF in the healthier central RPE than in the surrounding RPE. Finally, our statistical analysis treated each
eye independently, yet each had a paired globe. Considering these eyes independently would pose some limits on statistical analysis.
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Regardless, there are individuals with differing AMD levels in one eye vs the fellow eye. The large number of globes or pairs included
should help minimize this potential bias.
MGS-FAF AND AMD
The association of FAF and AMD is variable in the literature. There is not a clear association of FAF, presumably a measure of LF
and AMD. Figure 8 demonstrates that there is a clear association of MGS-FAF with AMD as graded using the MGS 1 through 4.
Statistical analysis using the Tukey-Kramer analysis shows a significant difference in MGS-FAF from MGS level 1 or 2 to MGS level
3 or 4 (P < .0001). Polynomial linear analysis also indicates this level of significance. The MGS-FAF is also significantly decreased
from MGS 3 to MGS 4 (P < .0001). This provides rather strong evidence of an association of LF in the early stages of AMD, with a
decline in the later stages of AMD. This is particularly relevant because we did not show any trend or association of MGS-FAF with
age (Figure 7). These data indicate that there is a loss of fundus FAF in more advanced stages of AMD, particularly when the clinical
phenotype suggests a higher risk. Eyes at level 3 or 4 demonstrated a benefit from taking antioxidant supplements with zinc, compared
to no benefit in those at level 1 and 2 in the AREDS. The loss of MGS-FAF suggests that there is a decline in the total amount of FAF
outside of artifact zones (such as areas of GA). An association of focally increased areas of FAF has been noted in AMD, especially at
the edges of soft drusen or geographic atrohy.75,87-89 Again, clear reports of generalized levels of FAF in prospective studies are
lacking. There are variable findings using differing FAF imaging techniques with no clear determination of an association between
mean FAF and progressive AMD.75,76 We attribute much of these discrepancies to a varied, nonstandardized method of analysis using
differing technology. Standardization is required to properly answer this question, as suggested by Hopkins and coworkers.72 While
focal areas of increased FAF may be associated with higher-risk AMD, a mean level of FAF, as defined by the MGS-FAF, with
precise definitions of AMD and a reproducible methodology, demonstrates a statistically significant decreased level of mean FAF in
progressive stages of AMD.

FIGURE 6
Scattergram of age (in years) vs MGS levels 1 through 4 in 262 donor eyes graded
according to the MGS system16 shows a strong positive correlation between MGS severity
(more advanced age-related macular degeneration) and increasing age (R = 0.49, P < .001).
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MGS-FAF AND CLINICAL IMAGES
The clinical appearance of various macular pathologies was highlighted using the combination of the MGS and the MGS-FAF. For
example, the details of basal laminar drusen (also called cuticular drusen) are well documented in the MGS. Drusen are
hypofluorescent in the MGS-FAF (Figure 9). Recently, reticular pseudodrusen have been noted to hyperfluorescence clinically.75
Reticular pseudodrusen are a relatively less common clinical feature seen in cases of AMD and are represented in Figure 10, using
both the MGS and MGS-FAF. Our imaging technology demonstrates an excellent ability to detect and diagnose other clinical features
of AMD, despite the fact that our tissue imaging is done postmortem.
Interestingly, 95 of the 262 eyes examined (36%) had a “ghost image” of the retinal vessels that were seen as hyperfluorescent on
FAF imaging. The exact cause of this pattern of hyperfluorescence is unclear, especially when the neurosensory retina and the retinal
vasculature were removed prior to the FAF imaging. A direct, side-to-side comparison of the retinal vasculature to the
hyperfluorescent “ghost image” confirms that the pattern is from the retinal vessels (Figure 11). We speculate that the blood within the
retinal vasculature may shield the underlying fluorophores from the photographic white light imaging done prior to dissection of the
neurosensory retina. Alternatively, there may be biochemical factors present within the blood vessels that alter the underlying RPE,
resulting in increased FAF. Perhaps an effect on the pigment within the RPE could unmask fluorophores.

FIGURE 7
Scattergrams comparing the MGS-FAF with age using various regions of the macula comparing mean
fluorescence density units (y-axis) to age in years (x-axis): Center (C), inner (I), outer (O). Upper left, MGSFAF regions C+I+O compared to age, with no significant association (P = .43). Upper right, MGS-FAF in
region C compared to age, with no association (P = .43). Lower left, MGS-FAF in the inner region (1000 to
3000 µm) compared to age, with no association (P = .37). Lower right, Outer MGS-FAF in the outer region
(3000-6000 µm), with no association (P = .99).
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FIGURE 8
Scattergram comparing total fundus autofluorescence (tFAF) in mean fluorescence
density units to the MGS level of age-related macular degeneration. The peak in the
tFAF units occurs at MGS level 2 (P = .002; Tukey Kramer analysis) and declines
significantly at MGS level 3 (P < .001) and MGS level 4 (P < .001). Using
polynomial regression analysis, this trend is significant (P < .001).

FIGURE 9
Basal laminar drusen or cuticular drusen are easily seen in the color photograph as small yellow dots (<100 µm) in the
macular and peripapillary region (left). Comparing directly to the fundus autofluorescence (FAF) image (right), the
drusen correspond to areas of hypofluorescence. Note that the surrounding area in the FAF image is rather bright
(hyperfluorescent), suggesting the presence of lipofuscin (LF) in this 89-year-old woman graded with MGS level 2 agerelated macular degeneration.
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FIGURE 10
Photographic demonstration of reticular pseudodrusen, an uncommon clinical finding that is represented
using both the color and fundus autofluorescence (FAF) image. Upper left, First photograph taken in the
MGS series, of the partially opaque neurosensory retina in an eye with reticular pseudodrusen, best seen in
the superior temporal quadrant as a reticular (netlike) pattern of yellow material. The neurosensory retina
is removed and both the right (upper right) and left (lower left) demonstrate both typical drusen near the
macula (center ring) and reticular pseudodrusen, best seen in the superior outer ring of the grid in either
eye. The FAF image (bottom right) shows the hyperfluorescence of the reticular pseudodrusen in a similar
pattern that corresponds to the color image (note the artifact light reflex that is bright white). Numbers on
the grid represent the diameter (in µm) of the circle.
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FIGURE 11
Digital image of “ghost vessels.” A comparison of the fundus autofluorescence (FAF) image (left) that
corresponds to the retinal vasculature (right), which remains in the FAF image, even after the retinal
vasculature has been removed. Note that the image on the left has already had the neurosensory retina
removed, so the retinal blood vessels are not actually present. This “ghost image” phenomenon was
common (95 of 262 cases [36%]).

INTERNAL LUMINANCE REFERENCE BEAD
The fluorescent beads or strips of varying color offer a variety of baseline FAF intensities that could be used as a future internal
fluorescent standard control. By comparing the mean FAF to a standard luminance reference, calculations could be further
standardized and less dependent on the stability of the laser illumination, the detectors, or sensors. While any of the beads may be
used, the bead that is closest to the midpoint of our intensity data is the turquoise bead with an FAF luminance near 100 units. The less
fluorescent sapphire bead has a lower standard deviation and may be useful, especially with a comparison to tissue that has low tFAF
luminance levels. While none of the tissue analyses presented in this study were obtained using the FAF reference bead, the inclusion
of these data in future analysis will help to optimize and standardize this methodology.

DISCUSSION
Our understanding of the aging process continues to evolve. A rationale, scientific approach to studying normal vs pathologic aging
will help us to understand basic mechanisms in age-related disorders. Hopefully, we will be able to identify changes occurring early in
the disease process, allowing more time for effective therapy or lifestyle modification. In some individuals, aging occurs without
development of disease. In others, pathologic aging results in a progressive degenerative state that becomes manifest as advanced
AMD.
In the eye, LF has frequently been associated with both metabolic function and aging by multiple investigators.48-51,54,85,90-95 In
postmitotic cells, such as the RPE, LF accumulation from the primary fluorophore A2-E (N-retinylidene-N-retinylethanolamine) leads
to incomplete lysosomal degradation, loss of membrane integrity, and increased phototoxicity.63 Accumulation of this LF material
leads to what has been referred to by some as a “garbage catastrophe” and is particularly challenging to prevent or treat.96
Using the MGS-FAF, we are able to detect and accurately quantify LF in the RPE using FAF techniques in a standardized and
reproducible manner. Moreover, we are able to carefully document and compare the FAF findings to the clinical classification of
AMD used by the AREDS through common, internationally accepted clinical definitions. We have adapted a grading template from
the AREDS that has a precise size reference to accurately assess surface area.
This study documents a strong and statistically significant correlation of MGS-FAF and stage of AMD, based on direct
comparison of the MGS to the MGS-FAF using both polynomial analysis (Figure 8; P < .0001) and the Tukey-Kramer, multiple
comparison test. (This test is used when all pairwise comparisons of the means are tested. The test is not exact but is conservative for
unbalanced 1-way ANOVA.) The MGS level 1 vs 2 has no significant difference, yet MGS 1 and 2 each have a higher mean FAF than
MGS 3. Likewise, MGS levels 1 through 3 all have a significantly higher mean FAF value than MGS 4. This is a significant
difference, with higher levels of FAF in MGS levels 1 and 2 and declining in the later stages of the disease. Results suggest that LF is
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present in higher quantities in earlier stages and may play a role in the initiation of cellular events occurring in early stages of AMD.
Loss of RPE, along with the accompanying LF contained intracellularly, in the later stages may account for a decreasing mean MGSFAF level at the end stages of the disease. Apoptosis of the RPE from the aging process may be responsible for this decline. While
there is significant clinical evidence that FAF increases focally around areas of high-risk clinical features,75 measures of mean FAF
decline in the later stages. Focal areas of increased FAF may result from unmasking of FAF at borders of RPE loss, possibly as a
primary finding, but may represent a secondary finding in advancing stages of AMD. Diffuse irregularity of FAF in a region of the
macula with AMD usually increases the risk of progression.75,88 Similarly, focal areas of hyperfluorescence around pigment
irregularities may also represent areas of melanolipofuscin, a form of complex granule that does not seem to occur as a direct result of
photoreceptor outer segment turnover.48,97-100
In this analysis, we did not demonstrate a significant correlation of mean FAF levels to increasing age. A positive correlation in
mean MGS-FAF was expected with increasing age, especially in the relatively large sample size (262 eyes). However, with MGSFAF of the entire macula (6 mm), or any combination of macular region (center, inner, or outer), we found no relationship between
MGS-FAF and age (Figure 7). There are several possible explanations for this finding. First, subjects’ ages ranged from 42 to 100, but
were mostly older than 50. Interestingly, the sharpest increases in LF have been reported in the first or second decades.93 This raises an
important question. When does the aging process actually begin? This question remains unanswered and is currently debated among
researchers who study aging. A selection bias for eyes with AMD is included in the screening process by the eye bank procurement
staff. Death rates of young individuals are low; thus we do not have adequate tissue to address this question from the eye bank
population at this time. Therefore, we clearly have a bias toward middle-aged to older individuals in our series. Another plausible
explanation would be that although LF is increasing in each individual RPE cell, the increase is offset by a loss of overall RPE cell
number with increasing age.
Other investigators have seen similar lack of correlation with age in vivo.101 Wing and colleagues95 report a lack of correlation of
LF content ratio (posterior pole/total RPE) when plotted as a function of age. They speculate that cellular dysfunction and death occur
to account for this lack of correlation. However, they describe a significant increased total LF content, when plotted against age. As
mentioned, other investigators have concentrated on the pattern of fluorescence and suggested that focally increased FAF is associated
with reticular pseudodrusen, GA, pigment abnormalities, and large drusen.75 The hyperfluorescence seen in Figure 10 supports the
association with reticular pseudodrusen, whereas smaller drusen (such as basal laminar drusen) remain hypofluorescent (Figure 9).
The MGS-FAF allows us to detect these altered clinical phenotypes and may be useful in the future for analysis of the acquired tissues
with these more atypical phenotypes. Separation of various clinical entities may eventually lead to unique findings at the biochemical,
proteomic, or possibly the genomic level through either gene expression analysis, microarray, or serial analysis of gene expression
(SAGE).102
Proteins represent the building blocks of our cells. Understanding the proteome or basic cellular profile of a given tissue, such as
the RPE or neurosensory retina, will improve our ability to understand biochemical events occurring at the cellular level.17-23 While
genes guide the cellular events, aging plays a role in the function and structure of the proteins and lipid membranes through oxidative
mechanisms and abnormal protein folding. These events may lead to a proteotoxic state and early loss of cellular function.103 The
formation of abnormal intracellular and extracellular deposits that occur with time can alter the function and turnover of normal
proteins. In the cardiac literature, oxidized phospholipids (eg, atherosclerosis in lipid-protein adducts) become dysfunctional and
contribute to an immune response, promoting atherogenesis.104-106
In this work, a standardized approach to the evaluation of human tissue using the cSLO to image the LF pigments in the RPE is
detailed and referred to as the MGS-FAF. Many studies in the literature lack sufficient standardization of technique and analysis for
effective comparisons and conclusions.72 The methodology reported in this thesis standardizes imaging technique and methodology
while minimizing variability. Additionally, we are able to compare FAF images directly to high-resolution, digital, stereoscopic color
fundus images. Such overlap studies will allow us to apply mathematical modeling systems, similar to the detailed description by
Smith and coworkers.75 The combined images are stored digitally and can be analyzed for future studies. Imaging techniques are
constantly improving, and we anticipate that more reliable and reproducible technology will emerge. The ex vivo system allows us to
use FAF beads or polymers that also will serve as an internal control reference for future studies, further improving our ability to
quantify FAF of the RPE in eye bank eyes.
The next important step in standardization of the MGS-FAF is the careful size and location analysis that ensures that the area being
tested is in the proper orientation (macula) and has the correct size relationship for repeatability and interspecimen comparison. The
MGS-FAF utilizes the detailed macular localization techniques described in the MGS.16 To summarize, there is a standardized size
reference (1000-µm ruby sphere) that is also used in the MGS-FAF. This allows for accurate application of the grid template for
determination of a reproducible surface area for measurement. The fovea is specifically localized in the MGS using proportional
triangle method, and the accuracy follows in the MGS-FAF by using a color image overlay of the MGS onto the MGS-FAF (Figure
3). Rotational alignment is maintained by matching the peripapillary artifacts that are readily visible on both the MGS color image and
the MGS-FAF grayscale image.
Calculation of the level of mean FAF is a function of the grayscale histogram over a given surface with the area measured in
pixels. Since the input into the cSLO is standardized, the histogram should reflect a standardized, reproducible, and comparable value
for large-scale study (intensity units). We eliminated areas of GA (hypofluorescent, values <38) and areas of bright light reflex
(hyperfluorescent, values >250) from the calculations because they would artifactually change the mean FAF over a given surface area
of viable RPE.
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What is the role of LF in AMD? Many have proposed that oxidative mechanisms are involved in AMD
progression.21,23,27,36,37,57,59,61,66,105-107 Products of oxidation can be detected clinically as well as in donor eyes using the cSLO. Fundus
autofluorescence is directly related to the presence of LF in the RPE, an oxidative product containing the primary fluorophore A2-E.55
Evidence from clinical studies using the cSLO to study FAF has demonstrated that the level of FAF increases at the borders of GA in
FAF, indicating that increasing FAF heralds the development of aAMD and subsequent vision loss.55,76,79
Detecting LF in vivo is possible using the cSLO. Rather than using a whole-image capture system (as in standard fundus
photography), the cSLO uses scanning technology to image the macular region in a raster-like fashion, illuminating the fundus in a
fraction of a second. Typically, cSLO captures 20 to 30 frames per second with each point being illuminated for less that 1 μs.108 This
rapid scanning is critical to obtain accurate images in vivo. The illuminating source for imaging is a laser or a collimated (parallel)
beam of a single wavelength, making the final image more specific and sensitive for a given FAF compound, specifically LF. Also,
the confocal technology permits localization of the imaged tissue to a specific cellular layer (RPE). Standard photographic techniques
include all layers of the posterior pole that reflect or fluoresce.
A unique advantage of the MGS-FAF system is that all other chromophores are eliminated from the imaging process. For example,
the cornea, lens, vitreous, and neurosensory retina are all removed so there is nothing except clear, optical lenses between the RPE and
the cSLO. In a clinical setting, progressive nuclear cataract, macular luteal pigments, or vitreous opacities can add variability to FAF
measurements. Additionally, the MGS-FAF allows for future biochemical analysis of the fresh (nonpreserved) RPE tissue.109 Such
analysis will allow for a direct clinical comparison of FAF to the biochemical makeup, including other fluorophores, beyond A2-E. In
the future, other imaging techniques may allow for imaging of RPE morphology directly, such as confocal femtosecond laser imaging.
The MGS is a direct correlate to the AREDS and BDES with similar definitions. Therefore, drawing a direct link between a
standardized methodology of FAF analysis and large-scale clinical and epidemiologic studies is extremely valuable. In essence, one is
able to perform laboratory techniques on clinical phenotypes where the natural history has been well characterized.
This study has limitations. For example, Do fluorophores change immediately after death? Does the ambient light influence the
FAF? Digital color stereoscopic images are taken immediately prior to the MGS-FAF images; would this affect the FAF? Is this
responsible for the “ghost images” of retinal blood vessels (Figure 10)? Many of these variables are beyond our ability to control.
The recent discovery of advanced AMD with a variant in the gene coding for complement factor H39-43 will help in our
understanding of disease mechanisms, and the role of the complement system will improve our insights into disease mechanisms.
Perhaps one day we will have a specific, early-stage therapy for those with this genetic variant. Most researchers feel that AMD has a
multifactorial etiology, with many pathways involved in disease progression. In fact, what we refer to as AMD may be a final
common pathway, seen as a typical clinical phenotype originating from a variety of differing etiologies. As we begin to understand the
earlier events in pathologic aging, earlier targets for preventative therapy will emerge. The MGS-FAF allows us to compare early
stages of AMD in eye bank eyes to age-matched controls. Eye bank tissue permits subsequent pathologic and biochemical analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
This thesis describes a grading system (MGS) using FAF of the macula in eye bank eyes with all stages of AMD. The MGS-FAF uses
a standardized methodology for image acquisition and analysis that eliminates many of the variables encountered with in vivo
techniques. The system also enables simultaneous comparison of clinical phenotypes described in the AREDS to FAF. Future studies
will enable researchers to analyze the tissue’s biochemistry, proteome, genetics, and histolopathology and enable detection of early
pathologic mechanisms occurring in AMD. Use of the cSLO allows precise tissue localization and reliable fluorophore excitation and
detection. In 262 eyes selected for AMD analysis by the eye bank procurement team, the MGS-FAF did not demonstrate a significant
association of mean FAF and age. Data generated in this study clearly show a statistically significant decline in MGS-FAF at MGS
level 3 and a further decline at MGS level 4. The decline in FAF suggests an overall loss of RPE cells occurring in later stages of
AMD. The higher levels of FAF in the early stages of AMD (MGS level 2) suggest that LF plays a role in the early pathogenesis of
AMD. Future biochemical studies will be required to help understand the complex, early events that lead to vision loss in AMD.
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